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SKU Designation RGA
French

Law
Caliber

Chamber
(mm)

Shots Trigger Ejection Chokes MSRP

CG591
INVICTUS Trap AT Cal.

12/70 76cm CI Height
adjustable - CR 

BM913 C cal. 12  70 mm  2  ST  Eject.  8 C.I. / SP  
7385.00 € incl.

tax

This revolutionary new system completely changes the way the gun barrels and body lock when the rifle is
closed, making the whole system incredibly tougher.

For the first time, you can measure the life of your gun not by how long you can shoot it, but how long your
children and grandchildren will continue to use your gun!

Adjustable upper band
Rubber butt plate
Delivered with 8 long external chokes
The wider receiver provides a larger contact surface with the metal structure of the handguard,
increasing resistance while reducing friction.
In order to reduce vibrations, an elastomer spacer has been added between the release button and the
wood of the handguard.

 

This revolutionary new system completely changes the way the gun barrels and body lock when the rifle is
closed, making the whole system incredibly tougher.

For the first time, you can measure the life of your gun not by how long you can shoot it, but how long your
children and grandchildren will continue to use your gun!

Mid-high fixed stock
Rubber butt plate
Delivered with 8 long external chokes
The wider receiver provides a larger contact surface with the metal structure of the handguard,
increasing resistance while reducing friction.
To reduce vibration, an elastomer spacer has been added between the unlock button

DPS relaxation

The new DPS (Durability, Precision, Speed) trigger features innovatively designed hammers with new
geometry and tighter tolerances.

In addition, the hammers benefit from an industrial chrome plating designed to have a minimum coefficient
of friction and allow better lubrication. This makes the trigger mechanism durable, precise and regular.
Invictus Cams

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site
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Revolutionary Invictus cams do away with traditional trunnions and hinges.
This system makes the Invictus the first double-barreled shotgun that allows the connection point of the
barrels and the receiver to be moved. This allows the guns to be moved back to eliminate a potential thunder
day.
invictus lock

The Invictus bolt significantly increases the locking surface between the barrels and the receiver, incredibly
extending the life of the assembly.
This part is also replaceable, thus multiplying the longevity of the mechanism. In this way, a rifle is obtained
which, from the outset, is more resistant and durable, but which in addition can be rebuilt in a unique way
among the superimposed ones.

Also available in Trap, Trap Impact and Ascent version

CG593 Sporting model, 76 cm barrel, flat rib
CG594 Sporting model, 81 cm barrel, flat rib
CG592 Trap Impact model, 76 cm barrel, adjustable half-high rib
CG593T Trap model, 76 cm barrel, flat rib
CG597 Ascent Trap model, 76 cm barrel, flat rib
CG598 Ascent Sporting model, 81 cm barrel, fixed szmin-high rib

Invictus: adj. Latin meaning: unassailable, indefatigable, invincible.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.


